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Introduction to Time and Discourse
Time, text and tuning

Ida Sabelis, Tom Keenoy, Cliff Oswick and Sierk Ybema

In organizing, the ways of tracking time, (re)constructing a sense of being and of attributing meaning to the processes of work and life become available to us through the spoken and written word, through text and talk, through story and dialogue, through metaphor and narrative (Mumby and Clair, 1997). While talking, we negotiate and enact meaning; while writing we preserve meaning over and through time; and it is through text, tone and the fine-tuning of the interrelationships between these that meaning and sense are simultaneously embedded in time and pervaded by numerous temporal modalities. ‘Temporal intertextualities are visible everywhere in and about and around the text’ (Keenoy and Oswick, 2004: 149). In its various forms, discourse analysis is increasingly recognized as an important analytic perspective on organizations and organizing and – as the articles in this special section of Time & Society illustrate – discourse-analytic methods are now employed to explore a very wide range of organizational phenomena. The focus is not merely on more visible phenomena, such as politics and communication in and through time, but also on the implicit temporal modes in which – perhaps unreflectively – we use time and continuously reconstruct our sense of it in our daily busyness.

The five articles which follow were originally presented at the Sixth International Conference on Organizational Discourse held at the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam in July 2004. They were selected to refract the diversity of time scholarship in organizational discourse research. Collectively, they reflect both the increasing significance now accorded to the temporal and spatio-temporal aspects of organizing and the creative tuning and retuning of discourse analysis across a variety of methodological and epistemological perspectives. Since we were concerned to demonstrate the social facticity of the
spatio-temporal realm, the articles selected are all grounded in empirical research and, between them, illustrate the differing ‘levels’ at which text can be interrogated.

Cooren, Fox, Robichaud and Talih, utilizing an actor-network perspective, argue that ‘discourse is not enough’ to understand social action. Their analysis demonstrates how various objects are necessary to ‘incarnate’ the social and that, in consequence, we should see spacing and timing as hybrid social accomplishments. Knights and Yakhlef are also interested in artefacts. Drawing on Levinas and Foucault, they explore the subtle contradictions which confront managers in their attempts to control time ‘at a distance’ through technological and institutional means. Such mechanisms ineluctably engender social participation and, ultimately, the ‘control of time’ continually escapes the managers. Coincidentally, the following two articles are about the academic lifeworld. In a linguistic analysis of journal titles, Forray and Woodilla explore the multiple and diverse forms in which time and temporality are deployed to frame academic writing. In contrast, Keenoy analyses academics’ work-talk to demonstrate how, over time, a managerialist discourse of performativity has been cumulatively translated into various organizing practices. In the process, it appears to have fundamentally reconfigured both the temporal rhythms and temporal horizons of work and work tasks. Finally, van Fenema and Räisänen, in a study of a distributed temporary organization operating within a definitive time constraint, identify what they call two ‘invisible’ social infrastructures – one organizational, the other relational. These emerged to facilitate communication, shape activities and create the order necessary to accommodate the multiple temporal modalities which characterize dispersed organizing processes.

As this indicates, the selection is symptomatic rather than representative of the field. However, all the articles raise important conceptual-analytic issues concerning how to understand the patterns through which people make sense of their organizational worlds in terms of timing, coordination, synchronization, politics and communication. And, in a variety of ways, each illustrates the implicit and explicit ways in which we utilize time, keep (and lose) track of time, position ourselves in the past, present and future, try to control the time and habits of others and take into account the effects of daily action in terms of future outcomes. Such processes deeply inform how we construct and reconstruct the diverse modes of time that enable us to act in the first place. More generally, the various perspectives should convey the breadth of the field and may therefore provide a stimulus to others in developing cross-disciplinary ways of uncovering the spatio-temporal features of managing and organizing.
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